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Disclaimer | Copyright | T&Cs

Refer www.lpc.com.au
The Terms & Conditions, Disclaimer provisions, and Copyright protections set out on the www.lpc.com.au
website apply to the subscription services and materials provided by Lpc Australia Pty Ltd (“LPC”, “we” or “us”) 
to subscribers and users, and to the discretionary usage by subscribers and users of the user guides, video 
guides, checklists,  templates, and all other materials provided to assist subscribers in their lease negotiations.  

General disclaimer - Extract:

LPC accepts no responsibility for the actions of subscribers and users based on the content on the LPC website 
including the content of the subscription services and related materials.

Copyright – Extract: 

All copyright in the LPC website, including the subscription services and related materials (“the materials”), is 
the property of LPC. All rights reserved.  You may not, in any form or by any means: 

▪ Distribute, modify, copy, adapt, store, transmit, display, publish or otherwise reproduce in any way any of the 
Materials;

▪ Commercialise any of the Materials, information, products, or services obtained via or from any part of the 
LPC website

Without the express written permission of LPC.

Trademarks – Extract:

All trade names, trademarks, service marks and other products and service names and logos (the 
“marks”) displayed on the website are proprietary to their respected owners and are protected by 
applicable trade mark and copy right laws.  These marks may be registered or unregistered marks of 
LPC or others.
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USER GUIDE 2.5 –
‘Related user guides & tools’

Reference & Topic Tool Refer

What makes a commercial lease ‘…..? User guide UG1.1

What makes a commercial lease ‘…..? Video user guide UG1.1-VIDEO

“Getting to a ‘tenant friendly’….. User guide UG1.2

“Getting to a ‘tenant friendly’….. Video user guide UG1.2-VIDEO

‘Negotiating a tenant friendly HOA’ Video user guide UG2.5-Video

‘Negotiating a tenant friendly HOA’ Checklist guide UG2.5-CHECKLIST

‘Tenant friendly v tenant unfriendly HOA’ Template UG2.5-TEMPLATE

The ‘unfriendly HOA’ case study Case study UG2.5-CASE

Glossary of leasing terminology User Guide UG-GLOSSARY

Recommendation Template Template guide
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The LPC User Guide Series 
‘Overview of the User Guides’

Key focus – Optimising your lease agreement & tenancy
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#1 - Before the lease #2 - During the lease #3 - Exiting the lease

•'Clarify' business objectives
•'Right' needs analysis
•'Right' premises brief
•'Right' premises search
•'Right' evaluation of shortlist
•'Right' Heads of Agreement
•'Right' premises due diligence 
•'Right' lease terms
•'Right' fit-out
•'Right' relocation or refurbishment

•'Never' miss a critical date
•'Never' overpay your rent
•'Never' overpay your outgoings
•'Never' miss an opportunity
•'Ensure' your landlord complies
•'Ensure' you comply
•'Ensure' the premises comply
•'Ensure' a safe workplace
•'Ensure' a productive workplace
•‘Ensure’ leverage for the future

•'Clarify' strategic objectives
•'Assess' option to renew 
•'Assess' opportunity to restructure
•'Assess' rights to surrender
•'Assess' rights to sub-lease or assign
•'Assess' make good obligation
•'Assess' relocation impacts and cost
•'Execute' decision re stay or go
•'Execute' make good or refurbishment
•'Execute' relocation & lease exit 

Optimise your lease – The LPC guide



#1 –
Before the lease
❑ 'Clarify' business objectives

❑ 'Right' needs analysis

❑ 'Right' premises brief

❑ 'Right' premises search

❑ 'Right' evaluation of shortlist

❑ 'Right' Heads of Agreement

❑ 'Right' premises due diligence 

❑ 'Right' lease terms

❑ 'Right' fit-out

❑ 'Right' relocation or 
refurbishment

These User Guides focus on activities that take 
place ‘before the lease’, to help lessees clarify their 
business strategy, their related accommodation 
needs, and they guide lessees through a process 
that results in a ‘tenant friendly lease’.



#2 –
During the lease

❑ 'Never' miss a critical date

❑ 'Never' overpay your rent

❑ 'Never' overpay your outgoings

❑ 'Never' miss an opportunity

❑ 'Ensure' your landlord complies

❑ 'Ensure' you comply

❑ 'Ensure' the premises comply

❑ 'Ensure' a safe workplace

❑ 'Ensure' a productive workplace

❑ ‘Ensure’ leverage for the future

These User Guides focus on activities that take place 
‘during the lease’, to help lessees optimise lease 
arrangements through mitigating common lease 
management mistakes made by lessees, together 
with guidance as to how to avoid common mistakes.



#3 –
Exiting the lease
❑ 'Clarify' strategic objectives

❑ 'Assess' option to renew 

❑ 'Assess' opportunity to restructure

❑ 'Assess' rights to surrender

❑ 'Assess' rights to sub-lease or assign

❑ 'Assess' make good obligation

❑ 'Assess' relocation impacts and cost

❑ 'Execute' decision re stay or go

❑ 'Execute' make good or refurbishment

❑ 'Execute' relocation & lease exit 

These User Guides focus on activities that take 
place ‘to exit the lease’, to help lessees 
optimise their exit having regard to the lease 
constraints, and to the occupier’s business 
risks and business objectives into the future.
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The LPC User Guide Series 
‘Overview of the SECTORS we serve’

Key focus – Optimising your lease agreement & tenancy



Destination –
“A tenant friendly commercial lease”

Definition – ‘Lease’
A contract that creates the 

relationship of landlord and 
occupier. A contractually binding 
agreement that grants a right to 

exclusive possession or use of 
property, usually in return for a 
periodic payment called rent. 

Encyclopaedia of Real Estate Terms 2nd Edition, Damien Abbott



“A tenant friendly office lease”

Types of commercial lease - #1 The Office Lease

Definition – ‘Lease’
A contract that creates the relationship of 

landlord and occupier. A contractually binding 
agreement that grants a right to exclusive 

possession or use of property, usually in return for 
a periodic payment called rent. 

Encyclopaedia of Real Estate Terms 2nd Edition, Damien Abbott

“An office lease starts with a blank piece of paper 
that gets populated with commercial terms 
through tenant / landlord negotiations.  The 

outcome will either help or harm the tenant’s 
business”

Julian Kurath & Ken Lam for LPC

https://t.sidekickopen09.com/s1t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7lC8dDMPbW2n0x6l2B9nMJN7t5XYgcVPs6W5wLM221p1BrMVQBcsP56dLXLf4Jnxcg02?te=W3R5hFj4cm2zwW3ZZPdK3Fbt5R4mMD31&si=6000997424037888&pi=8a7d5671-13d0-4f6a-af94-8c4af3c75b92
https://t.sidekickopen09.com/s1t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7lC8dDMPbW2n0x6l2B9nMJN7t5XYgcVPs6W5wLM221p1BrMVQBcsP56dLXLf4Jnxcg02?te=W3R5hFj4cm2zwW3ZZPdK3Fbt5R4mMD31&si=6000997424037888&pi=8a7d5671-13d0-4f6a-af94-8c4af3c75b92


“A tenant friendly retail lease”
Types of commercial lease - #2 The Retail Lease

Definition – ‘Lease’
A contract that creates the relationship of 

landlord and occupier. A contractually binding 
agreement that grants a right to exclusive 

possession or use of property, usually in return 
for a periodic payment called rent. 

Encyclopaedia of Real Estate Terms 2nd Edition, Damien Abbott

“A retail lease gets populated with commercial 
terms through tenant / landlord negotiations 

within parameters set by legislation.  The 
outcome will either help or harm the tenant’s 

business”
Ken Lam for LPC



“A tenant friendly industrial lease” 
Types of commercial lease - #3 The Industrial Lease

Definition – ‘Lease’
A contract that creates the relationship of 

landlord and occupier. A contractually binding 
agreement that grants a right to exclusive 

possession or use of property, usually in return for 
a periodic payment called rent. 

Encyclopaedia of Real Estate Terms 2nd Edition, Damien Abbott

“An industrial lease is the outcome of tenant / 
landlord negotiations.  In other words, the tenant 
gets what they negotiate. The outcome will either 

help or harm the tenant’s business”
Michael Raymond & Julian Kurath for LPC



Destination –
“A tenant friendly commercial lease”

Lease Negotiations

“In business as in life – you don’t get 
what you deserve, you get what you 

negotiate”
Chester L. Karrass

One could substitute ‘business’ with 
‘commercial leasing’ and the 

statement would be very applicable 
to commercial leasing, for  “you get 

the lease you negotiate”!  
Ken Lam for LPC
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Definitions & context
The Heads of Agreement (‘HOA’)

Key focus – Ensuring the HOA captures ‘tenant friendly’ commercial terms



What do we mean by a ‘HOA’?

When we refer to a ‘HOA’, we are using an acronym for a ‘Heads of Agreement’.  The 
‘HOA’ is a record of agreement reached between the relevant parties, which 
informs the development of the formal agreement.  The ‘HOA’ is commonly used in 
the process of negotiating various types of commercial transactions, including 
leasing transactions.  
In commercial leasing the ‘HOA’ is the agreement entered into by the lessor and the 
lessee prior to entering a lease, which sets out the key commercial terms that the 
Parties have agreed to in relation to the tenancy.  When executed by both parties, 
the ‘HOA’:
❑ Evidences the party’s commitment to progress to lease execution
❑ Captures the key commercial terms to be carried forward into the lease
❑ Sets out a framework for the development and execution of the lease
❑ May be binding or non-binding dependent on the drafting (Note – Lessee 

beware!)
Negotiating and agreeing a ‘tenant friendly HOA’ is critically important if a 
commercial tenant is to achieve a ‘tenant friendly lease’.  The next page deals with 
the question of whether of not the HOA is binding on the parties.



What do we mean by a ‘HOA’? – Continued

The ‘HOA’ is typically non-binding, but can be binding (refer to your solicitor). Most landlords offer non-
binding lease heads of agreement with the condition that the proposal will not become binding until 
both parties execute formal lease documents. 

As a tenant you should only enter into a binding lease heads of agreement if and when you are clear on 
all aspects of the lease terms and have consulted your solicitor. The heads of agreement should be very 
detailed in relation to key commercial terms, with little room for unforeseen negotiation during the 
lease execution phase.  These are the minimum items we include in a HOA, ensuring clear expression of 
the agreed terms:

❑ Leased premises identity and description 

❑ Premises use and limitations where applicable

❑ Premises rights related to signage and parking and storage

❑ Dates for access, occupancy, rent commencement 

❑ Lease Term including Option(s) to renew

❑ Effective Rent determination and rent review mechanism(s)

❑ Outgoings scope and review mechanisms and obligations

❑ Rent review terms of reference for the Option(s) to renew

❑ Premises works rights and obligations of the parties

❑ Security provisions

❑ Insurance provisions

❑ Legal costs

❑ Landlord obligations for the building policy and building services

❑ Flexibility provisions for assignment and sublease

❑ Flexibility options for early termination and expansion / contraction

❑ Obligations or rights for refurbishment, redecoration, and make good

❑ Required disclosures and / or warranties from the landlord



When does the ‘HOA’ get negotiated?

‘Before the lease’ – Agree the HOA!

Getting to tenant friendly HOA requires a tenant to:
❑Define their needs  - to clarify the accommodation criteria that 

match the tenant’s future business objectives & risks
❑Establish options – that meet the accommodation criteria to create a 

basis for effective negotiations and leverage
❑Assess alternatives – to enable informed negotiation and leverage 

applied to the preferred alternatives
❑Implement the best option – via the negotiation of a ‘HOA’ and 

subsequent lease execution

To build leverage, one will often develop a draft HOA for each shortlist 
alternative.  This focuses attention on the detail of the commercial 
terms, and builds leverage in line with the objective of a ‘tenant 
friendly’ lease outcome.



When does the ‘HOA’ get negotiated? - Continued

‘Before the lease’ – Getting to tenant friendly HOA requires a tenant 
to:
❑Define their needs  - to clarify the accommodation criteria that 

match the tenant’s future business objectives & risks
❑Establish options – that meet the accommodation criteria to 

create a basis for effective negotiations and leverage
❑Assess alternatives – to enable informed negotiation and 

leverage applied to the preferred alternatives – Draft HOAs
❑Implement the best option – via the negotiation of a ‘HOA’ and 

subsequent lease execution – Final HOA
To build leverage, one will often develop a draft HOA for each 
shortlist alternative.  This focuses attention on the detail of the 
commercial terms, and builds leverage in line with the objective of a 
‘tenant friendly’ HOA and lease outcome for the selected premises.



Why is the ‘HOA’ important?  

Getting stuck with a ‘bad lease’, and / or getting stuck ‘in a bad premises’, 
will invariably have its origins in an unfriendly HOA, or possibly the 
absence of a HOA.  A tenant friendly HOA is the product of structured 
needs analysis and negotiations, and is an essential part of the 
negotiation process for a tenant intent on achieving a tenant friendly 
lease.  
Entering into a heads of agreement to lease premises requires strategic 
thinking about accommodation needs into the future, and careful 
negotiating to ensure that you are getting a good deal for your lease. The 
HOA can be regarded as the first step of entering into a long-term, binding 
contract, and it is, therefore, worthwhile to canvas all of the critical issues 
upfront. 
There are no rules as to what is to be considered in the HOA.  While the 
typical HOA inclusions are listed in a previous slide, the best guide to the 
content and is to keep the destination of working towards a ‘tenant 
friendly lease’ in the forefront of one’s thinking.  Establishing a tenant 
friendly HOA that matches the business risks is a significant step towards 
a tenant friendly lease.

Businesses 
cannot get away 
from bad leasing 
decisions once 
they are made.



Why is the ‘HOA’ important? – Continued  

Lease Negotiations

In business as in life –
you don’t get what you deserve, you get what 

you negotiate.
Chester L. Karrass

This statement could read - “you get the lease 
you negotiate which is tied to the HOA you 

negotiate.” 
Ken Lam for LPC

“Growth is painful. 
Change is painful. 
But, nothing is as 
painful as staying 
stuck somewhere 
you don’t belong.”
Mandy Hale



Lease exit – Case study | HOA negotiation

Case study #1 – the unfriendly HOA
Situation & the need to negotiate a tenant friendly HOA
The HOA on the next page is a ‘tenant unfriendly HOA’.  This HOA 
illustrates a HOA with common omissions, and unwise 
acceptances, that make the lease ‘tenant unfriendly’, and that 
ultimately either harm the business or have the potential to 
harm the business.
For you to do
1. Review the HOA and highlight what you think is tenant 

unfriendly
2. Consider what you would omit, negotiate, and clarify to 

make the HOA more tenant friendly
HOA impacts on the final lease
This case study illustrates how a HOA, that has not been 
appropriately negotiated and that does not adequately capture 
key commercial terms, has the potential to harm the tenant’s 
business into the future.   Starting  with the end in mind, and 
ensuring this end in mind is reflected in the HOA, is critical for a 
positive tenancy.



Lease exit – Case study | The ‘Unfriendly HOA’



Task 1 – The importance of the HOA

Task 1 – Checkpoint | Your lease & your HOA
At this stage we suggest you: 
❑ Review your lease clauses and identify the provisions 

that are ‘tenant unfriendly’
❑ Reflect back on the lease negotiation process:

▪ Was a HOA negotiated and executed?
▪ If a HOA was executed, did it fully capture the key terms?
▪ What could have been done to agree a more tenant friendly 

HOA?
▪ Did the lease accurately reflect the HOA?

Key focus – Ensure the HOA fits your business needs.
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‘A closer look at the HOA’

“If you want a tenant friendly lease outcome, then pay attention to commercial 
terms first and to then to the legal expression” - John Reed for  LPC



Summary - key HOA items & our guidance

HOA item …. Essential …..
#1 – The Premises Premises details including plans, measurements, parking , storage, 

signage, rights to shared facilities, and any premises attributes 
important to you as the tenant.

#2 – Premises Use Make this as broad as possible having regard to your business plans 
into the future, and to ensure you can adapt your premises use to a 
changing environment.

#3 – Premises Rights Ensure you have no restrictions relating to access or making the 
premises fit for business, and ensure the premises attributes that are 
important to you are captured with related landlord obligations.

#4 – Key lease dates Capture key dates such as the dates for access, rent commencement, 
lease expiry, option(s) to renew, and any other options that are agreed 
to. Also capture key dates to progress the HOA to lease execution.

#5 – Lease Term Be clear on the Lease Term, the option term(s), and any related options 
to expand or contract or terminate early.  Ensure that the landlord 
discloses anything that would or may interrupt the Lease Term.

#6 – Effective Rent Record the Agreed Face Rental, the value and form of the incentives, 
and the Effective Rental.  Be clear and specific about the incentives 
leaving no room for later disagreement.

#7 - Outgoings Important to detail what is included in outgoings and what is 
specifically excluded.  Seek to cap outgoings increases and include 
obligations on the landlord to ensure efficiencies.

#8 – Rent Review In relation to the annual review, negotiate that the agreed adjustment 
is applied to the Effective Rent.  For market review provisions, ensure no 
‘ratchet’ and that the valuation relates to a new tenant.

#9 – Premises Works Important that any known works to be carried out are recorded 
together with the related party responsible and the timing.  Consider 
requiring landlord works at points during the Term of the lease.

GUIDANCE - The HOA must fully capture agreed commercial terms, leaving 
no room for ambiguity or exit by 1 party during the lease execution phase.



Summary - key lease HOA items & our guidance

HOA item …. Essential …..

#10 – Security Provisions Landlord solicitors often strengthen security provisions so be specific about the security provisions and limit them.  
Seek to agree reduced guarantees over the Term & specify dates & process for release. 

#11 – Insurance & indemnity Landlord solicitors often try to strengthen landlord protections in the lease negotiations. Ensure your insurance and 
indemnity undertakings in the HOA are specific and limited. 

#12 – Legal Costs Ensure the HOA requires each party to bear their own legal costs relating to lease execution, and also relating to key 
lease events following lease execution.  

#13 – Landlord Obligations From HOA to lease execution the norm is for tenant obligations to increase.  Limit this by specifying landlord 
obligations in the HOA (e.g. Premises policy, Building services, Works, End of trip, etc.)

#14 – Flexibility Provisions Flexibility can end up being more important than rent provisions when things go wrong.  Try to ensure the HOA records 
unrestricted rights to assign, sub-lease, and licence other activities on premises.

#15 – Flexibility Options Having regard to business risks into the future, it may be important to negotiate options relating to contraction, 
expansion, & early termination. Be sure to capture these in the HOA.

#16 – Premises Obligations In addition to #13 above, give consideration to what would make the Premises ‘fit for purpose’ throughout the Term 
and include related landlord obligations in the HOA.

#17 – Premises Rights A commercial is a lease gives you certain rights to run a business from the Premises for the Term.  Use the HOA to 
ensure that this right, and the business, is not compromised or limited by lease restrictions.

#18 – Disclosures & Warranties It often occurs that a tenant unfriendly term like a Demolition clause is introduced during lease negotiations.  Use the 
HOA to capture any disclosures or landlord warranties that protect the would be lessee

#18 – Exclusivity re competitors ++++ Think through all other items that make the lease work for your business over the Term and seek to include related 
provisions.  A common item is a landlord undertaking about competitors or other tenants.

GUIDANCE - The HOA must fully capture agreed commercial terms, leaving no room for ambiguity and an exit by 1 party during the 
lease execution phase.



Summary - key ‘HOA’ items & their importance

‘Tenant unfriendly’ Key HOA Item ‘Tenant friendly’

1 Narrowly defined such that surprise add-on occupancy 
costs materialise post the HOA

Leased Premises Detailed & accurate per agreement including parking, 
storage, communal, end of trip ……….

2 Narrow Premises Use rights that require landlord 
approval for business activities per business plan

Premises Use Broad usage rights aligned to lessee business  including 
right to licence activities at the Premises

3 Restricted rights and / or the need to get landlord 
approval for matters tied to the lessee’s business

Premises rights Unrestricted access and rights in relation to the lessee’s 
business strategies into the future

4 Access and rent commencement are the same date 
resulting in double rent obligations

Key dates Adequate access before rent commencement to enable 
relocation and fitout prior to rent

5 No provisions for contraction or early termination & 
above market increase terms & demolition clause

Lease Term Options to renew together with favourable provisions for 
exit & contraction during the Term

6 Adjusts from effective to face rent in the option term and 
with ratchet provisions 

Effective Rent Net of incentives in the initial & option terms with no 
ratchet provision but with a collar

7 Broadly defined with risk borne by the tenant & no cap or 
landlord obligation to ensure efficiencies 

Outgoings Narrowly defined with the landlord accountable for 
building and outgoings efficiencies

The way in which key items are captured in the HOA will determine if the HOA is tenant friendly 



Summary - key ‘HOA’ items & their importance

‘Tenant unfriendly’ Key HOA Item ‘Tenant friendly’

8 Annual increases with a minimum % on Face Rent, 
market review tied to Face Rent & ratchet.

Rent Review Annual tied to effective rent & cpi or low fixed %. Market 
review tied to effective rent, no ratchet.

9 Undisclosed works that occur during term & that 
diminish tenancy without rent relief. 

Premises Works Disclosed works during term with provisions for rent 
reduction related to impact on tenancy

10 Onerous bank guarantee that increases with rent 
increase, plus personal or other security

Security Provisions Ideally, no guarantee & bank guarantee with partial 
release during term.  No personal guarantees.

11 Landlord requires tenant indemnities & warranties 
with more insurable risk by the tenant

Insurance & Indemnity Limited  tenant indemnities and warranties and 
insurances with risk transfer to landlord 

12 Legal costs covered by the tenant for matters 
including lease preparation, disputes, & …..

Legal Costs Incurred by the party that requires the legal advice and 
representation

13 Deep & broad tenant obligations & limited landlord 
obligations expressed with ambiguity 

Landlord Obligations Specific landlord obligations directed at ensuring the 
premises ‘works’ throughout the tenancy

14 Assignment & sub-lease & ability to licence subject to 
landlord approval, & with limitations. 

Flexibility Provisions Unrestrictive rights to assign, sub-lease, and licence 
with broad Premises Use rights.

The way in which key items are captured in the HOA will determine if the HOA is tenant friendly



Summary - key ‘HOA’ items & their importance

‘Tenant unfriendly’ Key HOA Item ‘Tenant friendly’

15 Silent on flexibility options with implicit exclusion. Long 
term lease with limited exit provisions.

Flexibility Options These ‘options’ include contraction & expansion options, 
& early termination options

16 Uncapped & onerous make good with deep tenant 
obligations for redecoration & maintenance

Premises Obligations Ideally – nil or low make good’ ‘payment & landlord 
contribution to redecoration during Term

17 Restricted use of the premises & facilities with onerous 
tenant responsibilities 

Premises Rights Unrestricted use of the premises & facilities with related 
landlord obligations

18 Nil disclosures in relation to matters such as intended 
works, council plans, sale of asset …..

Disclosures Full disclosures in relation to intended works,  council 
plans, sale of asset …….

19 Deep & broad tenant warranties with limited landlord 
warranties

Warranties Seek landlord warranties for matters the landlord has 
control of which are essential to the tenant

20 HOA is silent on exclusivity when this directly impacts 
the tenant’s business

Exclusivity If the asset is multi-tenanted the tenant may seek 
landlord assurance of exclusivity 

The way in which key items are captured in the HOA will determine if the HOA is tenant friendly 



Task 2 – The tenant friendly HOA

Task 2 – Checkpoint | Your lease & your HOA

In the client portal you will find an example of a tenant 
friendly HOA (also in the pages that follow): 
❑ Review the example of a tenant friendly HOA
❑ Reflect on the following:

▪ How did this HOA help the tenant in the lease negotiations?
▪ Which HOA terms could be more tenant friendly & why?

Key focus – Ensure the HOA fits your business needs.



HOA – Case study | The ‘tenant friendly HOA’



HOA – Case study | The ‘tenant friendly HOA’



HOA – Case study | The ‘tenant friendly HOA’
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‘Common HOA mistakes 
& lessons learnt’

“Know where the mistakes are and don’t go there” - John Reed for LPC



HOA – Common mistakes & their impact

“Know where the mistakes are made and don’t go there!”
John Reed for LPC

A well constructed and effectively negotiated HOA is the key stepping 
stone to  a tenant friendly lease agreement.  Unfortunately, the following 
common mistakes in relation to the HOA make the lease outcome less 
tenant friendly.
Common ‘HOA’ mistakes during lease negotiations include:

1. Executing a HOA that has tenant unfriendly terms 
2. Executing a HOA with ambiguous or incomplete commercial terms
3. Entering into a binding HOA without ensuring tenant friendly terms

Impacts on the lessee of these HOA mistakes include:
❑ Getting stuck with a tenant unfriendly lease agreement
❑ Lessor fills in the ambiguous gaps in the HOA 
❑ Losing leverage for alternative premises after exiting a HOA

The pages that follow provide more detail about the specific impacts of 
these common mistakes  on the lessee’s tenancy and their business 
together with ‘lessons learnt’. 

“Growth is painful. 
Change is painful. But, 
nothing is as painful 
as staying stuck
somewhere you don’t 
belong.”
Mandy Hale

Businesses 
cannot get away 
from bad leasing 
decisions once 
they are made.



#1 | HOA mistakes – executing an ‘unfriendly HOA’
“Know where the mistakes are made and don’t go there!”

John Reed for LPC

It is all too common that a tenant executes a HOA that favours the landlord.  This is 
most problematic for the tenant, who is now well down the road to a tenant unfriendly 
lease agreement.  Even if the tenant becomes aware that the commercial terms are 
‘unfriendly’ post the HOA execution, and assuming the HOA is not binding, the tenant 
will find themselves in a situation where leverage is limited as alternatives have been 
set aside and as the HOA informs the lease.  The key lesson is that a tenant needs to 
ensure they do not sign up to an ‘unfriendly HOA’:
Why do tenants sign up to an ‘unfriendly HOA’? – Reasons include:

❑ Emotional attachment to a premises lessens objectivity
❑ Inadequate attention to the detail of the commercial terms
❑ Not doing the ‘numbers’ to validate the terms agreed
❑ Asking wrong or conflicted parties for advice on commercial terms
❑ Too much focus on rent & too little focus on other commercial terms

Why is it essential to avoid agreeing to an unfriendly HOA –Impacts include:
❑ Tenant gets locked in to an unfriendly long term lease
❑ Tenant occupancy costs get worse through the Term 
❑ Tenant gets occupancy cost surprises throughout the Term 

Lessons learnt include:
❑ Don’t sign a HOA until one is sure ALL terms are ‘tenant friendly’ & fit the 

business
❑ Get the right advice on commercial terms from the right party
❑ Do the numbers to validate the selection 
❑ Pay attention to terms that impact flexibility & costs ‘as you go’ 
❑ Don’t enter a binding HOA unless you are absolutely sure the HOA works for you



#2 | HOA mistakes – an ambiguous & incomplete HOA 

“Know where the mistakes are made and don’t go there!”

John Reed for LPC

This is very similar to common mistake #1.  The difference is subtle, in that the tenant 
has a clearer picture of lease required and high level terms are negotiated that the 
tenant is satisfied with, only to find that the lack of detail in the executed HOA works 
against the tenant in the lease negotiations and finalisation process.  The key lesson is 
that a tenant needs to ensure the HOA is detailed and captures the agreed commercial 
terms fully and unambiguously.
Why do tenants sign up to a ‘HOA that is ambiguous & incomplete? – Reasons include:

❑ Inadequate attention to the detail of the commercial terms & their impacts
❑ Not recognising that the landlord’s solicitor will ‘translate’ in favour of the 

landlord
❑ Relying on a ‘good relationship’ rather than on clearly expressed terms

What are the impacts of an ‘ambiguous  and / or incomplete HOA’? –Impacts include:
❑ Ambiguous & incomplete terms in the HOA become less tenant friendly in the 

lease
❑ Tenant gets locked in to an unfriendly long term lease
❑ Tenant occupancy costs get worse through the Term 

Lessons learnt include:
❑ Don’t enter a binding HOA unless you are absolutely sure the HOA works for you
❑ Don’t sign a HOA until one is sure ALL terms are ‘tenant friendly’ & fit the business
❑ Get the right advice on commercial terms from the right party
❑ Do the numbers to validate the selection 
❑ Pay attention to terms that impact flexibility & costs ‘as you go’ 
❑ Make sure, make sure, make sure!



#3 | HOA mistakes – binding but ‘unfriendly’

“Know where the mistakes are made and don’t go there!”
John Reed for LPC

No tenant wants to find themselves in the situation of having a binding HOA and then finding 
out that the terms agreed are tenant unfriendly and / or that business circumstances have 
changed such that the lease to be executed (based on the HOA) would cause harm to the 
business. The key lesson is a tenant should ensure that a HOA is non-binding unless the 
tenant is absolutely certain about the premises, the location, that the terms are tenant 
friendly having regards to the business plans into the future, and that you have consulted 
with your tenant advisor and your solicitor.

that



HOA – Case study | Right HOA then right lease

“Know where the mistakes are made and don’t go there!”
John Reed for LPC

Anecdote #1 – ‘Right HOA then right lease’
Situation 
LPC was advising an office tenant that wanted to stay on at their current corporate office 
premises. Our advisors analysed the lease and the Option to Renew, having regard to the market 
conditions and to the our benchmark criteria for a ‘tenant friendly lease’. The review findings were 
that the lease terms had unfriendly terms that were increasing the occupancy cost significantly 
over the Term of the lease, and that would increase the occupancy cost significantly if the Option 
to Renew was exercised
Lease negotiations
We approached the landlord, seeking a lease restructure and more tenant friendly commercial 
terms into the future.  The landlord declined to participate in a restructure.  
Through applying our 4-step stay or go process, viable alternatives were delivered and the 
existing landlord became responsive to the potential to restructure the lease and the terms to 
benefit the tenant.  Lease negotiations resulted in a draft HOA for each of the shortlisted premises, 
which helped build leverage.  
The detail of the commercial terms recorded in each draft HOA increased as negotiations 
progressed, with the HOA becoming increasingly tenant friendly through clarification of each 
term, and through focusing on the terms that mattered the most to the business over the Term.  
Over time the HOA relating to the existing premises was sufficiently favourable and complete that 
it was in the client’s best interests to conclude a non-binding HOA with the existing landlord that 
informed the new lease.  The negotiation process had resulted in a HOA that was the foundation 
for a new lease with significantly improved commercial terms with reduced occupancy costs, 
increased flexibility, more risk and obligations borne by the landlord.
HOA impacts  
The attention given to the evolution of the accommodation brief into a draft HOA and then a final 
HOA for the preferred premises, helped to support the client’s business into the future.  

Refer – User HOA template



Task 3 – HOA mistakes & lessons learnt

Task 3 – Checkpoint | Mistakes & lessons leant
At this stage we suggest you answer the following 
questions: 

1. What can you do to ensure you are not bound by a 
HOA? 

2. When might you want the parties to be bound by a 
HOA and what measures can you take to mitigate 
the risk if you elect to be bound by a HOA?

3. How would you prevent lease negotiations from 
getting bogged down  by landlord and tenant 
solicitors after signing a HOA?

Key focus – Ensure the HOA sets the foundation for a 
tenant friendly lease



User guide 2.5  – Negotiating a tenant friendly ‘HOA’

Negotiating a  tenant friendly ‘HOA’
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